
Hiding TEX, visual editing in oXygen

Introduction

Publishers are very protective towards their authors. In their opinion an author is

not capable of editing the content directly in TEX or XML. It is our experience that

this is not true.

Instead of having some faith in their authors, publishers keep asking us the same

question again and again “Is there a wysiwig editor for my authors in which they can

make and edit their content?”

Our answers is always a clear “No!”

This is the reason why: There is no way back! There is no adequate round-trip possi-

ble. What do I mean by that? Assume you have a great wysiwyg editor that is capable

of exporting the content in an XML format. Then you have to edit or script that XML

into XML. The problem is then to import the XML into the wysiwyg editor and let the

author continu his work.

The route back to the wysiwyg editor is mostly barred after you edited your XML with

another application. Think for example about the text reflow, (automated) number-

ing, etc. You will not get back what you had.

In the XML2PDF workflows that we develop for our clients the PDF layout is complex

and demanding. To produce that complex layout (and the accompanying functional-

ity) in a wysiwyg editor is hard and then to open and visualize a 45 page chapter with

110 images 4600 math snippets is a murder for most packages.

So, real wysiwyg is out of the question. But what about another representation. For

example, no XML tags but a number of visual anchors so the author knows where

and what he/she is editing. Some HTML editors with CSS support can do this trick.

Not wysiwyg but a (simplified) representation of the layout you have in mind for the

PDF document you will later on produce later in an XML2PDF workflow.

Since I was already using oXygen and it advocates its visual editing features I took

it upon me to give it a try.

It is good to know upfront that I only implemented what I needed for testing some

of the CSS features. I didn’t research every possible feature and I certainly didn’t

gather data from actually using visual editing in a live project. When this is the case

I will give you an update.



XML editing modes in oXygen

In oXygen you have three modes of XML editing: Text, Grid and Author mode.1

Text mode

The Text mode provides the usual function-

ality of a plain text editor. In this mode

the XML tags and their attributes are high-

lighted and are editable as plain text.

Grid mode

TheGrid editor displays the

XML document as a struc-

tured grid of nested tables.

Author mode

The Author mode in oXygen allows you to

create, review, and edit structured content

in a visual editor that looks somewhat like

a common word processor.

Most publishers think that authors are not capable of editing directly into the XML.

So for them Text mode is out of the question.

Grid mode is not easy either, because the nesting can be pretty deep. For example,

you want to edit a paragraph in an example:2

<chapter>

<subjects>

<subject>

<subsubjects>

<subsubject>

<theory>

<example>

<p>...

You can solve that problem by editing files that contain only small XML snippets, like

<example>, but then you have the problem of finding and opening all these small files.

1 oXygen has numerous features concerning XML editing, but these are outside the scope of this article.

Here we will concentrate on the visual editing.
2 An example is quite common in educational content.



Though Grid mode is not visualizing your document it might be an option, but I tried

it myself during a number of proofing/editing cycles and it is very laboursome and

tiring.

Even if the grid is expanded to the max it is no fun.

I concluded Grid mode is more for filling fields in low nested XML databases.

Okay, so let’s look at the Author mode. Is it feasible to make a visual editor for the

XML content we deal with in our projects?

Some background

Let me give some background information on the way we deal with XML in our

projects.

When you have to structure educational content you will notice that it’s not just an-

other book or just another website.

• metadata is heavy

• nesting is deep

• many attributes

The XML content is stored in many small XML files that contain educational relevant

entities. Let’s name a few:

1. <introduction> file

2. <theory> file

3. <explanation> file

4. <example> file

5. <exercise> file

These files are aggregated into a subject (by means of a subject description file)

which in turn are aggregated into a chapter (in a chapter description file) which in

turn are aggregated into the book (in a book description file). Then there is the run

file, that contains information of the XML2PDF job at hand.

6. subject description file

7. chapter description file

8. book description file

9. run file

I decided to make one CSS file for the first five files. And because of the heavy

metadata in the description files I gave them each their own CSS.



When you have to deal with many small XML files there is the issue of finding

the file that contains the specific content you want to edit.

I have tackled the ’file finding and opening’ problem by implementing an XML2PDF

workflowwith the typesetting engine ConTEXt as a back-end to oXygen and Suma-

traPDF as the PDF Viewer, making use of the synctex option in the XML2PDF

workflow.

Clicking the content in the SumatraPDF viewer results in opening the target XML

file at the right location (line) in oXygen, which is a rather efficient practice for

XML authors.

Developing the CSS

If you want to use oXygen in Author mode you have to create a CSS file that defines

a style (visualization) for the XML content. The CSS is invoked with a processing

instruction with a reference to the stylesheet.

<?xml version=’1.0’ standalone=’yes’?>

<?xml-stylesheet type="text/css" href="editcycle.css"?>

<document>

<example>

<p type="emph">Hello world!</p>

</example>

</document>

By default oXygen comes with a CSS for DITA, DocBook and TEI but if you have your

own XML you have to write the CSS yourself. To enable just that oXygen comes with

an extenscive CSS support. Under the header of Oxygen XML Editor CSS Extensions

the online manual describes numerous Custom CSS Functions that enable you to

write your CSS. These functions contain the prefix oxy_.

The accompanying CSS file could look something like this:

document, example, p {

font-family: "Times New Roman", Times, serif ;

}

example:before

{

counter-increment:Example_Counter;

content:"Example "counter(Example_Counter,decimal);

background-color: orange; font-weight: bold; color: white; width:10em;



}

example {

content:"\A";

display:block;

background-color: lightgray;

}

example > p:before {

content:

"\A"

oxy_combobox(

edit, "@type",

editable, true,

values, "bold,italic,underline",

labels, "bold,italic,underline",

columns, 16)

"\A";

}

example > p {

display: inline-block ;

}

example > p:after {

content: "\A" ;

}

example > p[type="bold"] { font-weight : bold }

example > p[type="italic"] { font-style: italic }

example > p[type="underline"] { text-decoration: underline }

In this CSS the <example> got a title and a number so the author knows what he is

editing. The example contains an element <p> with the attributes type (with values:

bold|italic|underline) and medium (with values screen|paper).

Editing text

When you view a document in oXygens Author mode you only see the text (the actual

content) and the images. The XML tags and/or attributes are hidden and there is a

visual representation of the text in place. Editing the text is therefore quite easy: go

to the right spot and correct the text.

In order to find where you are, you can choose to visualize the tags. See figure 1.

However, when you choose one of these options why should you use the visual editor

in the first place. Anyhow, when you have located the right spot, you can only insert

the new paragraph with a template. You can’t type the tag itself in this mode.



Inserting an element

notags partial tags inline tags

block tags full tags full tags + attributes

Figure 1

Figure 2

How do you want the author to

add another paragraph (the <p/>

element) in Author mode.

First the author has to find the

right spot, because a template

is inserted at the cursor location.

You don’t want your new <p/>

ending up outside the <example>.

So when the cursor is in the right

location in the text the author

has two options to call upon the

<p> template:

• key in Ctrl-Shift-P

• key in Ctrl-Space and select

the <p> template from a list

of templates (see figure 2) and

give Enter, see figure 2



Attributes

In the example there are two attributes in element <p type="" medium="">. How

do you want your author to edit attributes?

The default oXygen mechanism is to place your cursor in the content of the element

and then strike the Alt-Enter key combination.

cursor in tag att selection att value overview

Figure 3

In figure 3 you can see a pop-up that presents the two attributes in <p medium=""

type="">. When you choose @type you can pick the predefined values:

bold|italic|underline.

The optional values (and empty) are defined in the DTD or Schema.

The fact is, you don’t see the attributes or its values in the visual editor, so how author

friendly is that.

I came to the conclusion that showing the attributes (and their value) is important

when you want the author’s attention (if it is mandatory to give these attributes a

value).

click att menu select value result

Figure 4

So, in the XML/CSS example I used, I placed an attribute selection field just before

the <p> tag. This looks bad, but it is local (within the example > p realm) and it is

justifiable if an author has to fill the attribute with a value. You can also take care of

that with the DTD/Schema but that is out of the scope of this article. Furthermore

would you want to give an author a visual editing mode and then having him validate

the XML content (and then solving the XML issues at hand).



So, let’s assume the attribute is in someway compulsory. What could you do then?

Another option can be a popup. An empty attribute is displayed as [Empty] telling

the author something has to happen there. See figure 5.

click on [Empty] att value selection att value selection

Figure 5

Cut and paste

Do you ever select and cut-and-paste a piece of text in MSWord and then wondered

why there is a font mismatch at the new location? The issue with cut-and-paste in

every visual editor is: where does the selection start and end and what attributes do

you take along with your selection.

This is the same in oXygen. So there are a number of select and cut-and-paste options

that the author has to familiarize himself with.

Action Option

select : Element | Content | Parent
paste : normal behaviour

paste special : paste as XML | paste as Text

There are more mouse oriented click-and-point editing options available in Author

mode for very specific actions. Personally I doubt that these options are intuitive

enough for an author to do his work efficiently. I think changing from Author mode

to Text mode is in some cases more productive.

A few comments

When you use ConTEXt in an XML2PDF workflow you are in the comfortable position

that you can process XML directly into PDF. That means you don’t need extra XSLT

subflows.



The first thing I should mention is that your XML has to be stable. Any changes in

the XML will influence the DTD/Schema, the CSS and the ConTEXt style that takes

care of the XML2PDF flow. If, for example, you need 10 days to write a ConTEXt style

for a demanding PDF layout and a simple DTD/Schema, double that time and hope it

will suffice if you have set your mind on an XML2PDF workflow with oXygen Author

mode.

Normally a simple DTD/Schema in our projects suffices. It is mostly used for well-

formedness validation only. When using oXygen Author mode you have to be more

explicit. An extensive DTD/Schema is needed to enable the author to correctly insert

new content and its XML tags and give the accompanying attributes their values.

In writing the CSS you have to have a clear idea about what you do and do not want

to visualize for the author. Don’t loose yourself in detail or in visual beauty. Keep

in mind that they have to do their job efficiently and they have to understand what

you are presenting them. It is a tedious job and continuously you have to as yourself:

“Does visualization make sense?”

oXygen presents a nice demo of the use of Author mode on YouTube. Keep in mind

this is promotional stuff.

It makes sense that opening an XML file in Author mode costs extra time. I experi-

mented a bit with a 27.000 lines XML file. This XML file is a chapter with six subjects

(48 pages in PDF) that contains 34 HTML tables, 110 images and 4600 math expres-

sions coded in AsciiMath next to the normal text. Opening this file cost 15 seconds

in Author mode and no time at all in Text mode. Some editing tasks take extra time

to respond the first time you invoke them during a session.

My conclusion. Technically it is doable and it all works fine. oXygen is a full featured

XML editor and its many options are great. But from the authors view point I think

the visual editing will not contribute much. Training on the job is required anyhow

because you can’t predict and foresee all text manipulations of the author in your

CSS and DTD/Schema when he is on his own.

But maybe I’m thinking too much as a publisher myself now.


